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The present invention'relates to waxing pads 
of the type adapted to be used in applying wax 
‘or the liketo furniture, woodwork and automobile 
bodies._ . V . - , 

These pads are made upvof a size convenient 
to be held in the hand and are preferably'pro 
vided with a’strip adapted to pass over the 
?ngers, or may be larger for ?oor waxing. . 

It is contemplated that the smaller waxing 
pads will each be provided with an amount of wax 
material sumcient for waxing a car body, or for 
the housewife to wax a number of pieces of fur 
niture. , _ , 7 ~ _ ~' I 

According to the present invention, the wax 
ing pads preferably employ an impervious flexie 
ble backing layer, which may be fabric treated 
to be resistant to hydro-carbon solvents, a per 
vious outer layer, preferably of netting or mar 
quisette, and wax. The wax is made available 
by being distributed throughout a layer of mate 
rial composed of very loose ?bers which act as 
av cellular retaining medium or reservoir for the 

' wax. The wax mass is preferably of the wax 
and organic solvent, type, containing about 50% 
to 90% of volatile solvent and from 10% to 50% 
of solid material consisting of para?ln,_camauba, 
Montan, and ceresin waxes, etc. , 
Where the wax material is absorbed in the 

?brous layer, itis introduced while- heated just 
, above the melting point of the mixture. A meas 
ured amount of such wax'may be poured onto a 
completed pillow so-as to ?ll the interstices in 
the ?brous layer. > . 1 
Other and further objects of the invention will 

appear as the description proceeds. - ‘ ' 

The accompanying drawings show for purposes 
of illustrating the present invention two of the 

_ many possible embodiments in which the inven 
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tion may take form, it being understood that the 
drawings are illustrative of the invention rather 
than limiting the same. In these drawings: 

Fig. l is a perspective view showing the waxing 

pad in use; 
Fig. 2 is a perspective view with parts broken 

away showing interior construction; .1 
Fig. 3 is an inverted elevational view showing 

the front or working face of the pad; 
Figs. 4 and 4a are perspective and sectional 

views illustrating the packaging of the pad; 
Fig. 5 is'a perspective view of the invention‘ 

showing a modi?ed form of construction; 
Fig. 6 is a top plan view diagrammatically 

showing a set up of a machine for making pads; 
Fig. '7 is a side elevational view of the same; 

‘or the like. 
.gether with a length of tape, indicated at 13, 

. use. It is sealed by a 

timed, and the fourth side is sewed up, 

vChester, N. 3.,- assignor to 
Pad-Y-Wax Company, 1pm, a corporation or 

‘Serial No. mm. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the arrangement of needles 
and shears; and . . , 

- Fig. 9 illustrates the ?lling spouts. 
The pad'shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 is pro 

vided with an impervious backing 10 which may 
be in the form of light canvas, duck, or denim, 
rendered impervious to the hydrocarbon solvent 
for the wax by‘ impregnating it with a nitro 
cellulose solution, or the like. ,Adjacent to this 
backing sheet is a layer 11 of absorbent material 
such, for example,‘ as loosely-carded ?bers of tex 
'tile material ordinarily referred to as a bat. 
These ?bers are preferably kept as loose as possi 
ble so that the maximumintersticialspace is 
available, and yet handle the matted sheet. This 
absorbent material is covered by a layer 12 of 
pervlous material such- as netting, marquisette, 

These. three layers of material, to 

which forms a handle strap, are sewed together 
by stitching, extending along the *edges of the 
article, as indicated at 14. 

After these parts havebeen stitched together, 
the pad is inverted, as shown in Figure 3 and a 
measured amount of the wax mass (wax and 
solvent), heated to render it ?uid is flowed onto 
the pad. This wax and solvent wets the ?bers 
and immediately extends throughoutthe entire 
body of absorbent material. The process for 
making these pads is shown in Figs. 6 to 9 in 
clusive. . _ 

These pads may be packaged for sale as in 
dicated in Figs. d and 4a, by inserting them in 
an envelope 15, preferably of a laminated materi 
a1, such as paper or fabric treated to render it 
substantially vapor proof. The envelope may 
have a printed trade mark and directions for 

strip of Scotch tape 16 and 
this prevents loss of solvent by evaporation. 
In the form.shown in Fig. 5’, a backing layer 

100,‘ and a layer 120 of netting are stitched to 
gether to form a sack-like article. A layer 110 
of wax or wax bearing material is then intro 

if de 

sired. , . A waxing operation is easily carried out by 
means of one of these pads. The user merely 
slips the ?ngers under the strap 13 .so as to hold 
the. pad on the hand and then can rub the pad 

\ lightly over the surface to which the wax is to 
be applied. The pressure will cause a small 
amount of the wax mass to ?ow and pass through 
the foraminous material so-as to be deposited on 
the surface of the furniture, automobile body or 
Other article. This provides a thin ?lm of wax 
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suspended in the solvent. The volatile vmaterial 
quickly evaporates leaving the solid wax ready 
for polishing. The ?brous body in which the‘ 
wax is distributed readily gives up the wax during 
the rubbing operation. , It readily bends to ?t the 
surface of the article being polished. The knead--~v 
ing incident to such use tends to work the wax 
toward the face or cover. - » 

It is contemplated that these wax pads will be 
approximately‘ four inches square and in the 
neighborhood of an eighth to three-sixteenths of 
an inch thick, so that each pad will have suf 
?cient wax for covering the surface of the car 
body or for a number of pieces of furniture. The 
weight of the loosely carded ?bers is exceedingly 
small as compared with the weight of the wax 
mass (wax and solvent) which is absorbed in and 
about the ?bers. - The ?bersv in the wax act as a 
reservoir and dispensing agent so that the wax 
is gradually made available. If desired, the strap 
13 may be wide enough to extend to the end of 
the pad and be stripped down so as to form a 
pocket for the ?ngers. " 

A' suitable method of making the pads shown 
in Figures 1-3 is indicated in Figures 6-9 in 
clusive. The supply of backing material is in 
dicated at 20, the lightly carded material at 21, 
the netting at 22 and the tape for the straps at ‘ 
23. This material may be ?rst passed through a . 
battery ofmultiple stitching and ‘slitting ma 
chines indicated at 24, having needles 24’ and 24" 
and knives 24"’ to 

' 25, 26, 26 and to cut theimaterial, to form narrow 
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strips, as indicated at 27. The strips are fed 
along a table and passed under a knife 28 by~ 
which they are cut off to lengths su?icient for 
several pads. The strips are then passed through 
another battery of stitching and slitting ma 
chines 29 which sew up the other sides of the 
pillows, as indicated at 20, and cut them apart, 
as indicated at 31. The pillows are then turned 
over so ‘that the netting is on top and passed, 
by a belt or other suitable device, under a battery. 
of ?lling spouts 32 connecting with a tank 33 con 
taining the wax and solvent of the desired com 
position and heated just warm enough to be ?uid. 
Valves 34 control the ?ow of wax so that the 
proper amount is discharged. The warm wax 
passes through the netting and distributes itself 
all through the spaces in the ?brous layer, where 
it quickly sti?ens so that the pads may be packed. 
It.will, of course, be understood that the pads may 
be sewed up, one at a time out of properly cut 
layers, and the wax ?owed onto the pad from a 
heated dish. 
A It will be obvious to those skilled in the art 
that various changes may be made in the device 
as illustrated without departing from the spirit 
or scope of the appended claims. 

form stitches indicated at 
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I claim: 
1. A waxing padv comprising a backing mem-v 

ber, a pervious fabric cover, member and anab-v 
sorbent layer of non-felted, loosely-carded, un 
spun ?bres therebetween, forming a high ca-. 
pacity wax-retaining medium, said backing 
member being impervious to wax and solvents 
therefor; and a wax mass comprising wax and 
wax-solvent distributed through and retained by. 

5 

said ?bre layer, said cover member being permea- 10 
ble to said wax mass, whereby during use of said 
pad to apply wax to a surface, the said ‘wax mass 
will be gradually fed to said surface through the 
cover member from the wax retaining medium. 

2. A waxing pad comprising a backing member, '15 
a pervious fabric cover member and an absorbent -~ 
layer of non-felted, l0ose1y—carded, unspun ?bers 
therebetween, forming a high capacity wax-re 
taining medium, said backing member containing 
a cellulose composition 
impervious to wax and solvents therefor; and a,. 
wax mass comprising wax and. wax-solvent dis 
tributed through and retained by said ?bre layer, 
said cover member being permeable to said wax 
mass, whereby during ' 

wax to a surface, the said wax mass will be gradu 
ally fed to said surface through the cover mem 
ber from the wax retaining medium. 

3. A waxing pad comprising a backing mem 

by which it is rendered 20 

use ofv said pad to. apply 25 

ber, a pervious fabric cover member and an ab- 30 
sorbent layer of non-felted, loosely-carded, un 
spun ?bres therebetween, forming a high ca 
pacity wax-retaining medium, said backing mem 
ber being impervious to wax and solvents there 
for; a wax mass comprising wax and wax-solvent 35 
distributed through and retained by said ?ber 
layer, said cover member being permeable to said 
wax mass and a handle secured to the backing 
side of the said‘ pad, whereby during use of- said 
pad to apply wax to a surface, the said wax mass 40 
.will be gradually fed to said surface through the 
cover member from the wax retaining medium, 
and the pad may be securely held in place on the 
hand of the operator. ‘ 

4. A waxing pad comprising a backing member, 45 
a pervious fabric cover member and an ab 
sorbent layer of non-felted, loosely carded, un 
spun ?bers therebetween, forming a high capacity' 
wax-retaining medium, said backing member be 
ing impervious to wax and solvents therefor; ya 50 
wax mass comprising wax and wax solvent dis 
tributed through and retained by said ?ber layer, 
said cover member being permeable to said wax 
mass and a handle strap secured to the backing 
side ~of said pad by stitching serving to hold the 55 
said backing and cover members. together. 

WILLIAM W. WELLER. 


